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Currently, the movements in the foreign direct investment (FDI) are quite complex and they are linked to a
number of factors that surround the competitive environment in which firms operate, and to economic
characteristics of recipients and senders places, being an object of study of several researches, such as Amal,
Seabra e Sugai (2007); Piteli (2009); Gentvilaité (2012); Figini e Görg (2011); Ramstetter (2011); Kim e Park
(2012), and others. The aim of this study is to contribute to the analysis of investibility determinants, estimating
the main determinants of the flows of foreign direct investment (FDI) on the Brazilian group of cities (São Paulo,
Rio de Janeiro, Salvador, Fortaleza, Belo Horizonte, Manaus, Curitiba, Recife, Porto Alegre and Belém) for the
period 2002-2012. From the linear mixed-effects model and the Stepwise variables selection method it is
suitable to highlight, among the 135 independent variables verified, the public revenues and expenditures, the
large companies and the amount of natural resources as main investibility determinants of the group of studied
cities.
Keywords: Investibility, FDI determinants, Brazilian selected cities, Linear mixed-effects model.
INTRODUCTION
The optimization in the use of the resources to invest is a
decisive factor for the growth of a place. The knowledge
of external conditions to the company or to the
governmental body is an important variable to economic
decision-making and fundamental in periods of low cycles
(economic crisis), being the company or the government
the agent of the decision.
Kotler (2007) affirms that places compete with each
other in three interdependent dimensions. The first of
them is called investibility (The other two dimensions, not
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approached in the study, are habitability and visitability).
This one is the ability of the place to attract investment,
maintain a propitious environment and favorable to
business in general and sustain comparative advantages
upon one or more productive complexes, activities or
economic sectors in which the place is eventually
specialized. Such concept represents the basis of this
current study. The level of FDI inflows of the investigated
places has been used as proxy variable for investibility.
It is understandable that the knowledge of exogenous
conditions over the economic agents can be obtained
(prominently through statistic model) and that, it is still
feasible to study the degree of association between the
level of investment (investibility) and the variables which
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promote such investment. Through the knowledge of
these variables, local authorities can structure a plan of
action to increase their economic capacities and, thereby,
attract investments and achieve higher goals for growth
to their own cities. Such knowledge will allow authorities
to act and manage their resources in a more efficient
way.
This research has as its general objective contribute to
the analysis of FDI determinants of a local, but in a more
specific and unprecedented way, which is: to estimate,
from a group of available variables and/or signalized by
economic literature (from the use of the methodology of
panel data), the main determinants of investibility, in the
set of Brazilian cities (São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
Salvador, Fortaleza, Belo Horizonte, Manaus, Curitiba,
Recife, Porto Alegre and Belém) for the period 20022012.
To this end, it was emphasized six specific objectives
to be investigated: 1) raise variables that, previously, are
influential to the level of investibility (dependent variable)
of the analyzed places, quoted by economic literature.
Examples of these variables are: infrastructure; stock of
human capital; transportation costs; number of patents,
etc. 2) raise which variables are influential to the level of
investibility, but supported only by empirical evidence (the
main contribution of this thesis). City revenues and
expenditures, number of large companies and mediumsized enterprises, credit operations, domestic saving,
domestic investment, etc., are examples of these
variables; 3) establish, from a secondary research (Given
the emergence of factors (most of them exogenous)
which interfered in the collection of necessary variables
to the present study, we tried to minimizate theses
occurrences by, for example, using proxy variables),
beside official bodies from municipal, state and federal
governments, the referent values to each one of the
selected variables; 4) define, if necessary, proxy
variables for some investibility conditions; 5) build the
matrix of results (with the n variables in the m periods for
the set of studied cities; 6) obtain, after statistic treatment
(mixed-effect linear regression analysis), the predictors of
investibility in the set of studied cities.
FOREIGN INVESTMENTS
The foreign investments can be classified in direct
investments
or
portfolio
investments.
Portfolio
investments correspond to the capital flows which are not
guided for operational control of the recipient firm, in
other words, it means investment from non-resident in the
financial and capital market of the country (portfolio). On
the other hand, direct investment or foreign direct
investment (FDI) appoints an investment that aims to
acquire a permanent interest in a firm whose exploitation
occurs in another country, with the objective of
influencing effectively in the management of the firm in

question, according to the International Monetary Fund
[IMF] (1999).
For the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development [OECD] (2011) foreign investment is
considered direct when it represents a capital share of, at
least, 10%, and the direct investor has the power of
influencing upon the management of the recipient firm.
So, one of the main characteristics of FDI is that the
foreign investor possesses total or partial control of the
enterprise who has received the capital. Differently from
portfolio investment, the FDI assets present low liquidity
(Amal, Seabra and Sugai, 2007).
The terms of permanency of this investment category
tend to be long by its own objective of constituting or
sharing productive enterprises, whose maturation is as
much undefined as the lifetime of a firm. The incertitude
about the time for return and profitability of the invested
capital obviously distinguishes FDI as a risky investment
(Hennings, 1998; Amal, Seabra and Sugai, 2007).
Hymer’s and Dunning’s theories about foreign direct
investment
In his work, entitled The international operations of
national firms: a study of direct foreign investment, Hymer
(1976) (Although publicated only in 1976, Hymer’s theory
was result of his thesis, defended in 1960) isolated the
FDI theory from the classical theory of trade and the
financial theory, once the interest rate differential would
not be the determinant factor to the international
investment. The multinational company (MNC) was seen,
by Hymer, as an institution dedicated to international
production and not for international trade, basing the
analysis focus of the MNC in the industrial organization
theory. In this way, the industrial organization theory
represents a paradigm shift with respect to the approach
of the FDI determinants.
While the capital theory (Tobin, 1958; Markowitz, 1959)
and the international trade theory (Corden, 1974; Hirsch,
1976) had as their central focus of analysis the reasons
that had led companies to produce abroad, the industrial
organization theory looked for formulating a conceptual
and theoretical framework and evaluating the conditions
under which some markets will be attended by foreign
subsidiaries of production, instead of being attended by
their own local firms or through importation. In other
words, while the traditional model of investment assumes
that the investment flows are determined by their return
differential, the FDI modern theory tries to explain,
initially, what determinates the internationalization of the
production.
In accordance with Hymer (1976), the foreign firms
needed to possess some privileges to operate
internationally, such as: patents, specific products, better
technical knowledge, greater financing easiness, among
others, to compete effectively with local firms. The
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appearing of such advantages would involve the
existence of some kind of structural market failure.
In his thesis, Hymer (1976) analyzed the advantages
and disadvantages of the MNC’s actuation. As
advantages, the multinational companies utilize their
access to international markets of goods and services, as
well as their access to technology, to contribute to the
world economic integration, in addition to act as a
substitute of imperfect markets, sharing effectively the
products and factors in the world. On the other hand,
these same companies could provoke serious economic
problems by eliminating the competition, and put severe
policy problems by concentrating the decision-making
power and financial power.
Otherwise, if MNCs can compete with local firms, which
have greater knowledge of the market and the local
environment, it is because they present some kind of
compensatory advantage given by product differentiation,
access to patented or own knowledge, discrimination in
the access to capital or to capacitation differences
(imperfect competition); internal or external economies of
scale, including those given by vertical integration;
governmental intervention, like restrictions to imports.
In general terms, Hymer’s contribution (1976) was to
conclude that direct investments provide a level of control
upon international activities and permit, in this way, to
reduce risks noticed by the investor about operate in
external markets. Because of this, the concept of
ownership advantage is one of the most exploited by
theorists after Hymer.
Even though recognizing the importance of MNCs in
the process of international investment, Dunning (1973)
proposes an integrated formulation of the several
determinants of FDI. Dunning’s model is also called
eclectic paradigm, in so far as may include several
competing theories, without exposing a single forecast.
Considered by many critics as a framework and not as
a theory, Dunning eclectic paradigm or OLI framework
(Ownership, Location, Internalization) is supported by an
expressive number of recognized authors from
international literature (Hennart, 1982; Anderson and
Gatignon, 1986; Kogut and Zander, 1993; Woodcock,
Beamish and Makino, 1994). Such paradigm presented
three kinds of forces to the companies in the insertion of
their activities in the international market, namely: 1)
advantages of the privileged property (Ownership) of
some assets, tangible and intangible, such as, market
power, entrepreneurial skills, marketing, organizational
systems,
etc.;
2)
internalization
advantages
(Internalization) of certain assets, in other words, the firm
added value to its asset internalizing it instead of selling it
in the market; 3) Localization advantages (Location)
which firms ensured by directing their production for a
particular country, such as advantages related to laws

and
governmental
policies,
market
structures,
institutional, political, legal and cultural environments, etc.
Admitting these three forces, the firm should also
consider that the external production was consistent with
a long-term management strategy. According to Dunning
(2001), it is the existence of this set of advantages and
the capability of exploiting it that motivates firms to
accomplish direct investments in foreign markets.
Besides the eclectic paradigm, Dunning (1993) also
presented the reasons for the firm operating in the
international market, namely: i) the search for resources,
once the firms usually invest abroad in order to acquire
specific resources non-available in the domestic market,
such as natural resources (Natural resources represent
donations in nature utilized in the productive process.
They represent the most varied shapes and uses, such
as the lands utilized in agriculture; the energetic
resources utilized by machines and vehicles, the material
resources such as minerals and food; among others.
There is no economic activity which is not envolving
natural resources. These resources can be thought of like
a form of capital, known in literature as “natural capital”
(HOCHSTETLER, 2002)), raw materials, cheap
manpower, etc.; ii) the search for markets, which is why
firms invest many times in a country, aiming to offer
goods and services to that market. The size of the market
and the possibility of its growth are the main reasons for
this foreign investment; iii) the search for firm’s efficiency.
By efficient dispersion of their activities, the MNCs can
obtain gains due to the presence of scale and scope
economies and the diversification of risk; iv) the search
for strategic assets would be an alternative to MNCs
engage in activities beyond their original country. Firms
usually acquire assets from foreign corporations to
sustain or reinforce their own external competitiveness
and weaken their competitors. Furthermore, MNCs
expect that the merger or acquisition of assets bring
benefits to the organization as a whole.
Each one of the reasons listed above corresponds,
respectively, to each one of the following classifications:
(i) resource seeking; (ii) market seeking; (iii) efficiency
seeking; and (iv) strategic assets seeking. In all of these
cases, a different set of variables will influence the choice
of the foreign direct investments’ location, according to
Dunning (1993).
Under such analytical perspective, the competitive
advantage of certain location has been seen, traditionally,
in terms of macroeconomic conditions. Factors like size
and growth of the market, availability of the labor factor
and its costs, inflation levels and external debt and the
situation of the balance of payments have always been
considered as the main indicators of the level of
attractiveness of the location for projects of international
investment and trade.
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Empirical studies about determinants of foreign
direct investment
In terms of recent empirical evidences, there are many
studies concerning FDI’s impact, some of them exposed
in this point of the paper.
Stefanovic (2008) points out FDI importance as a keyfactor of economic development and cornerstone of
capital flows. The OLI framework (Dunning’s eclectic
paradigm) sustains the analysis of this study. It starts
from the conviction that MNCs are owners of specific
advantages (ownership), and that they will have
capability of internalizing the transaction costs
(internalization). So, the most important factor on FDI
decision-making will take into account the advantages of
localization (location) of the host country. Among the
possible location advantages, the study points to
institutional factors, that elapse from FDI policies adopted
by a country, as key-elements in the FDI option.
Raziq and Perry (2012) discuss broadly the negative
evaluation of New Zealand government concerning
foreign investment and foreign acquisitions. These
authors try to evaluate the role of FDI, as well the politics
of New Zealand government related to foreign
investment. Data on investments abroad were analyzed,
they were obtained through Overseas Investment Office,
in New Zealand, from January 2000 to December 2010.
Raziq and Perry (2012) also discuss the historicity,
contemporaneity, and governmental policies of FDI in
New Zealand. They suggest that FDI has been
performing an important role in New Zealand economy,
what does not justify a negative evaluation. Over the
years, foreign investments have been characterized by
acquisitions/foreign ownership of assets in New Zealand,
but mainly by foreign ownership. The study's
recommendations for New Zealand government agencies
are in the sense of motivate, increasingly, the policies of
foreign investment attraction.
Kim and Park (2012) explore a set of bilateral
international data established throughout the period
1963-1998 to investigate the relation between FDI and
manpower from abroad, in a FDI host country. Workers
trained abroad acquire specifical human capital from that
country, more productive in the country which promoted
such education. The more stock of local manpower
trained in a specific foreign country, the more investment
in technology by the foreign subsidiary in the country in
question, once it can make use of this manpower, in a
more productive way due to specific human capital from
the country which promoted education. Consistent with
the empirical results, Kim and Park (2012) show that
manpower trained abroad was responsible for a
considerable share of the growth of FDI inflows.
Great part of theoretical literature concerning FDI and
MNCs had the firms as main focus of analysis, seeking to
identify the advantages which they should possess to get
into the international market and be able to compete with

domestic firms. Minor importance was given to
macroeconomic factors.
In relation to empirical studies related to FDI
determinants, we verified that in great part of them,
traditional factors such as GDP level, its growth rate,
market size, openness degree, labor costs, etc., are the
main influences of foreign investments, above all, in
developing countries. And more, FDIs are conditioned in
these countries, most of the time, by the search of
markets (resource market) and sources (resource
seeking). However, the sensibility of these foreign
capitals to domestic and foreign factors to the host
economy can change basically due to the sort of FDI.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hsiao (2003) asseverates that the models for panel data
(longitudinal studies) give a number of advantages in
relation to cross-section models or time-series, one of
them refers to the fact of these models control the
heterogeneity alive in the individuals (in this thesis, in the
cities). Another advantage relies on panel data, which
permit the use of more observations, increasing the
number of freedom degrees and decreasing the
collinearity between explanatory variables. It is known,
when multicollinearity exists, that is difficult to establish if
an individual regressor influences or not the answer
variable. Once eliminated the problem, an improvement
in the quality of parameters estimation can be obtained.
Moreover, panel data are able to identify and measure
effects which are not possible of being singly detected by
data analysis through cross-section or time-series.
However, panel data possess some limitations.
According to Hsiao (2003), as variables are analyzed in
time, panel data require a great number of observations
thus they are more difficult to be implemented.
Linear mixed-effects model
A usual approach to longitudinal data analysis relies on
linear mixed-effects models (Laird and Ware, 1982). In
these models the underlying assumption is that some
subset of the regression models can vary among
individuals, taking into account, therefore, natural
resources of heterogeneity in the population. So,
individuals in the population have their own specific
average path over the time and a subset of regression
coefficients is considered random. The distinguishing
feature in the linear mixed-effects models is that the
average answer is modeled as a combination of the
population characteristics which are shared by all of the
individuals, and specific effects, unique to each
individual. The first effects are called by fixed and the last
ones by random. The term “mixed” is used in this context
to name the model containing both fixed and random
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effects.
A very attractive aspect of this model is its flexibility in
accommodate any degree of unbalance in longitudinal
data, beyond its ability to take into account the
covariance between repeated measures in a relatively
parsimonious way. Thus the mixed-effects model does
not require the same number of observations in each
individual nor that measures be taken in the same set of
occasions. The incorporation of mixed-effects models
does justice to the quality and cost of longitudinal studies.
Furthermore, the dependence among the repeated
measures, the use of unbalanced data and lacking
observations, make necessary the use of a kind of model
able to deal with such characteristics.
The linear mixed model is given by:
(3.1)
where

is the vector of answers of the i-nth individual, of

dimension

;

is a known matrix, of dimension

p, which makes connection between

and

is the vector of fixed effects, of dimension
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;
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is a vector of random effects,

is the vector of random errors, of
is the number of observations done
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sample;
is the number of parameters and
number of random effects.
The usual assumptions of the model (3.1) are:

is the

,
,

to

,

and
and
are accepted independently. As
consequence of linear mixed model (3.1), we have that:
•

As

unbalanced data, each block being at .
In the next Chapter we estimated a model to identify and
evaluate the relevance of the variables that determined
the level of investibility of the set of selected cities for this
study, in the period 2002-2012.
RESULTS FOR THE REGRESSION APPLIED TO THE
CONDITIONINGS OF INVESTIBILITY OF THE
SELECTED CITIES
The Mixed-Effect Linear Regression Model (Fitzmaurice,
Laird and Ware 2011) was used to identify among the
135 independent variables those which influenced
significantly the values of investibility, making possible to
consider, in the inference, the existing dependence in the
measures of each city over time.
And, still, when inserting a random effect in the group
level (in our case, cities) there will be a varying-intercept
model (Gelman and Hill 2007), that will enable,
immediately, to account the dependence existing within
each city over time, in the estimation of regression
coefficients, thus making the estimates of regression
coefficients more efficient, in other words, with less
uncertainty.
Considering the logarithm of Investibility we have the
following model to the t-nth time, with t = 1, 2,…,9
(2002,…,2012), and to the j-nth city, with j = 1,…,10
(Belém,…,São Paulo):
(4.1)
Being so:
is the model’s independent

•

•
•

same condition
is considered
that the model presents balanced data in relation to the
number of observations, otherwise, the model has
unbalanced data.
As much as the observations in different individuals are
considered independent, the matrix of variancecovariance of all the observations is a diagonal block, of
dimension
, in the general case (which
permits to accommodate unbalanced data) and the
diagonal block of dimension
in the case of

to
is a linear combination of

variable;
•
α

.
and

we have that

. The model (3.1) can be simplified when
, where
is a identity matrix of
.
When it happens, the model is called by conditional
independence model, because when conditioning the
answers of the i-nth individual to the vectors
and ,
the become independent. When the amount of measured
observations is the same to all the individuals and in the

j

~ N (0,σ

2

α

) , with j = 1, 2,…, 10 cities – it is

the random effect following a normal distribution with zero
average and variance
. In order to explain the
heterogeneity among cities as well as the present
correlation in the measures of the same city over time we
assigned it to them;
•
ε i ~ N ( 0 , σ ε2 ) , with i = 1, 2,…,90 observations
– it is the random error of the regression, following a
normal distribution with zero average and variance
.
Everything unexplained by the model goes to this
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Table 1. Potential predictors for the multivariate model

log(Pop.)
log(Bud. Rev.)
log(Curr. Rev.)
log(Tax Rev.)
log(Taxes)
log(IPTU)
log(ITBI)
log(ISSQN)
P. P. Fee
factor(Bem. Charges)
log(Patr. Rev.)
Sec. Rev.
C. P. Rev.
log(Curr. Trans. Rev.)
log(Curr. Intergov. Trans.)
Intergov. Trans. Un.
IOF Gold Quota
Oil Quota

log(Intergov. Trans. State)
IPI Exportation Quota
Cov. Trans.
Cov. Trans. Un.
log(Pen. and Int.)
log(Act. Debt Rev.)
log(Misc. Rev.)
Amort. of Loans
Cap. Trans. of Priv. Inst.
Cap. Trans. Cov.
Cap. Transf. Cov. of the Un.
log(Bud. Exp.)
log(Curr. Exp.)
log(PSC)
log(PSC Dir. App.)
PSCDA Pensions
PSCDA. Fam. Wage
log(PSCDA Mat. Civ. Per.)

PSCDA Oth. Exp. Out. Staff
log(IDB)
log(OCE)
OCEDA Fin. Aid Stud.
OCEDA Cons. Mat.
log(Capital Expenditures)
log(Investments)
Debt Amortization
log(Vehicle Fleet)
log(Infrastructure)
Educat. Infrast.
log(GDP)
Transp. Costs
log(Stock Hum. Cap.)
Innovation
log(Entrepreneurship)
log(Medium Enterp.)
log(Large Comp.)

Source: Based on empirical research made by the author (2014).

component;
•
X jt is the matrix of independent variables of
dimension 90 xp, “p” as the number of inserted variables
in the model; and represents the fixed effects assigned
to each independent variable.

X

jt

1

1
= 

1

X (1 )1,1

−

X (1 )1 , 2 −
|

|

X (1 )10 , 9 −

X (135 )1,1 

X (135 )1, 2 
|
|

X (135 )10 , 9 

β 0 
β 
β − 1 
|



 β 135 

We must have in mind that the matrix of independent
variables has dimension 90x136, once we have 90
observations and 135 independent variables. In
possession of such number of variables, it is important to
apply a method to select them, to find the best subset of
independent variables which explain the variation of
Log(Investibility). We applied the Stepwise method to do
so.
The Stepwise method is one of the most useful
methods to select variables in regression analysis; it is a
mix of Backward and Forward methods. The Backward
method is an algorithm which starts the regression model
with all the independent variables, removing the variable
with the highest p-value. The procedure is repeated until
significant variables remain in the model, at a specific
level of significance. In opposition, the Forward algorithm
starts the regression model without any independent
variable and adds the variable with the lowest p-value;
this procedure is repeated until there are no more
significant variables to add. Efroymson (1960)

presented the Stepwise method for the first time.
In this study we used bivariate regressions as entry
criteria in the multivariate model (Forward method), thus
promoting a set of potential predictors. We used a degree
of 15% of significance in the bivariate regressions to
select the potential predictors. The Backward algorithm
was applied over the multivariate model, in a degree of
5% of significance with all the potential predictors.
We made use of residual analysis to check if the
underlying suppositions in the adjusted model were
relevant. Through histogram and QQ-plot, we verified the
residual normality among the set and the random effects.
The test of normality of Shapiro and Wilk (1965) was
done to confirm the supposition of normality.
To check the homoscedasticity and adequacy of the
average structure, we made use of the graph of
standardized residuals versus the predicted values; to
check the independence of errors, we made the empirical
autocorrelation function within sets. We made use of the
software package R version 2.15.0.
Selecting the potential predictors: Forward method
In order to select the potential predictors to the
multivariate model, we performed a bivariate regression
to each one of the 135 independent variables. From the
results, we selected the variables with p-values lower
than 0.15. These predictors are in Table 1 above.
As mentioned, we applied the Backward algorithm over
the potential predictors in a degree of significance of 5%,
thus creating the multivariate model (Stepwise model)
presented next.
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Table 2. Stepwise Model for log (Investibility)

Stepwise Multivariate Model

Β

S. E. (β)

P-value

Intercept
Years
log(Rec. Orç.)
IOF Gold Quota/100.000
Oil Quota/1.000.000
log(Pen. Int.)
log(PSC Dir. App.)
PSCDA Pensions/1.000.000
OCEDA Fin. Aid. Stud./1.000.000
Educat. Infrast./100
log(Large Comp.)
Source of Variation
Inter-City
Intra-City

813.29
-0.410
2.249
-0.305
0.102
-0.458
-0.928
0.006
-0.106
-0.035
2.318
Variance
0.037
0.124

67.11
0.035
0.404
1.243
0.042
0.104
0.308
0.001
0.041
0.010
0.422
% Variance
22.9%
77.1%

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.017
0.017
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.013
0.001
0.000
S. D.
0.192
0.352

Source: Author (2014).

Multivariate Model (Stepwise Model)
Applying the Backward algorithm, in a degree of
significance of 5%, the result was the multivariate model
presented below.

•
Each 1.000.000 units increased in “PSCDA
0,006
Pensions”, an increase of 0.6% (e
) in the average
value of investibility is expected;
•
Each 1.000.000 units increased in “OCEDA Aid.
0,106
Fin. Stud.”, a decrease of 10% (e) in the average
value of investibility is expected;
•
Each 100 units increased in “Educ. Infrast.”, a
0,035
decrease of 3.4% (e) in the average value of
investibility is expected;
•
Each 1% increased in “Large Comp.”, the
average value of investibility increases at an average of
2.32%.
According to Equation (4.1), the random effect is given
by

After adjusting the mixed-effects regression, through
Stepwise algorithm in the selection of variables, we can
verify that, ceteris paribus:
•
During 2002 and 2012, each one-year passing by
-0,41
the average value of investibility decreases 33.6% (e );
•
Each 1% increased in “Bud. Rev.”, the average
value of investibility increases at an average of 2.25%;
•
Each 100.000 units increased in “IOF Gold
-0,305
Quota”, a decrease of 26.3% (e
) in the average value
of investibility is expected;
•
Each 1.000.000 units increased in “Oil Quota”, a
0,102
increase of 10.7% (e
) in the average value of
investibility is expected;
•
Each 1% increased in “Pen. Int.”, the average
value of investibility decreases at an average of 0.46%;

α j ~ N (0, σ α2 )

city by

and the regression error within the

ε i ~ N (0,σ ε2 ) .

Thus the final model estimated

σ α2 = 0 .037 and σ ε2 = 0 .124 , so the accuracy of new
estimations of log(investibility) within the city already
considered in the analysis is ±0.352 ( 0 .124 ) , while for
new estimations of log(investibility) considering new
cities,

the

accuracy

is

0.401

( 0.037 + 0.124) .

Controlling by all the variables included in the final model,
of total variance of the model, 77.1% occurs within the
cities, that means a larger error to new cities in
inferences to new years. This information is condensed in
Table 2 above.
The residual analysis is made in the topic below.
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Graph 1. Histogram and QQ-plot for residuals and random effects
Source: Author (2014).

Graph 2. Standardized Residuals versus Predicted Values
Source: Author (2014).

Residual Analysis
In accordance with Pinheiro and Bates (2000), before
inferring about the adjusted linear mixed model we must
check whether the underlying suppositions are valid.
There are two relevant suppositions in linear mixed
models:
st

•
1 supposition: The within-group errors, in this
case, the cities, are independent, equally distributed, zero
average and variance σ ε2 , and independent of random
effects as well.

nd

•
2 supposition: The random effects are normally
distributed with zero average and variance σ α2 .
Graph 1 Above shows us that there are no strong
evidences of residuals within groups and normal
distribution of random effects. To verify the normality of
residuals within groups and of the random effects, we
performed Shapiro’s test, which presented the p-values
0.073 and 0.081. So, the supposition of errors normality
and random effect was not violated.
We can see in Graph 2 that the residuals are randomly
distributed around zero, indicating the inexistence of
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Graph 3. Empirical autocorrelation function of residuals within cities
Source: Author (2014).

evidences for heteroscedasticity of residuals within
groups. The lack of standards in this graph shows also
that the structure of the average is not specified, thus
highlighting the importance of working with logarithmic
transformation in the dependent variable, such as in the
independent ones which were part of the Stepwise
model.
In Graph 3, there is the empirical autocorrelation
function of residuals within sets, where can be observed
that there are no significant lags of the autocorrelation
function, thus, not generating dependence evidences.
In short, the results show that, during 2002-2012, the
set of variables which explains better the relations of
investibility in the studied cities was, according to Table
2, Budget Revenues – log(Bud.Rev.); Natural Resources
– proxy variable OilQuota/1,000,000; payment of
pensions; and the number of large companies.
In reverse of this attraction there are: IOF/Gold quota,
the collection of penalties, interest and late payment,
financial aid for students, direct applications and
educational infrastructure.
Concerning traditional factors such as GDP, innovation,
human capital, infrastructure and population, which
predict foreign direct investment in most of the empirical
studies at country level, here, they apparently affect
investibility as well, but in a bivariate way (Table 1).
However, in a multivariate way, only the final set (Table
2) was significant, considering the Stepwise method in
the selection of variables.
It is also true for some variables put in test, first in this
thesis, which result is in Table 1. They are (all measured
at city level): population; GDP; stock of human capital;
innovation; entrepreneurship activity; infrastructure;
medium enterprises; large companies; revenues; and
expenditures.

Regarding the variation of investibility during the
analyzed period of interest, the results show that, ceteris
paribus, the average value of investibility decreases
33.6% with each passing year.
When it comes to the accuracy of new estimates of
investibility, ceteris paribus, from the total variance of the
model, 77.1% occurs within city, what means that, there
is a greater error for new years than for new cities.
CONCLUSION
Therefore, it is believed that this research has achieved
its goal of extend the comprehension about the
phenomenon of FDI determinants in more regional
locations, in the case of the group of analyzed cities.
These cities are more likely to highlight the name of
Brazil abroad. Hence, due to the scarcity of studies about
the thematic in Brazil, it is believed that this research can
be basis for deeper studies.
While we have proposed to subsidize new academic
investigations and policy-makers, we believe we have
contributed qualitative and quantitatively for a great
knowledge and comprehension about FDI determinants
in the set of cities of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Salvador,
Fortaleza, Belo Horizonte, Manaus, Curitiba, Recife,
Porto Alegre e Belém.
The main implication of such study is that the set of
variables in use in the statistical modeling – great part of
them mentioned in empirical and theoretical literatures as
FDI determinants at a country level – were not significant
when put in a city view. Being so, we can affirm that
beyond these variables other specific ones are taken into
account in the foreign investor’s decision of allocation of
the investment, mainly in continental countries such as
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Brazil, which possesses very different regions.
Such diversity corroborates and potentiates its
replications (in other cities or regions) providing
information which will guide MNCs managers and local
governments to make decisions about allocation of
resources.
Now, it is fundamental enunciate some of the
limitations found in this study in order that future
investigations can bring another vision on it, not only
about how variables interact among them, but also reflect
about what variables can be included and what others
scenarios can be explored. For instance, the disposal of
variables like subsidies of local government, a longer
period of time which could make possible infer about the
role and the importance of the management of local
governments in analysis, the insertion of other important
variables in the discrimination of sets are, doubtless, the
limitation of this study, which gives true opportunities to
other researches and motivation to other investigators.
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